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EXERCISE IDEAS
For people with limited mobility

PART ONE



5 TIPS TO GET STARTED

Put on some

music and

ENJOY the

session!

Start gentle and

give participants

plenty of time to

get warmed up

and get involved. 

It's ok to not do

each exercise -

everyone is

different!  Just give

it your best and

encourage others

to do the same! 

Get loud! The

louder and more

energetic you are,

the more fun you

will have! Any

movement is good

movement. 

Remove trays,

foot straps and

arm straps 

 before starting. 

Exercise is much

easier without

them! 



LET'S GET WARMED UP

Lift knees up and down to

march on the spot.

Move your arms around at

the same time. 

Warm up your legs with

BIG, controlled movements

to  and get them moving.  

MARCHING IN THE CHAIR 

Lift shoulders up, then

pull them down. 

Your arms might try to

get involved here, but

try to keep it just to

your shoulders. 

SHOULDER SHRUGS

Put arms in front and open

and close hands.

Keep the movement BIG.

Allow extra time. You might

find this one hard, but give it

a try, we think you CAN do it.

 

OPEN AND CLOSE HANDS



MOVE HEAD SIDE-TO-SIDE MOVE HEAD UP AND DOWN TIP HEAD FROM SIDE-TO-SIDE

WARMING UP YOUR NECK

Turn your head to look over

your shoulder as far as possible

and then change sides. 

Hold each position for 3-5

seconds. 

Focus on gentle and controlled

movements. 

Lift your head up to the ceiling

as high as possible, then look 

 down to your chest.

Hold each position for 3-5

seconds.

Focus on gentle and

controlled movements. 

Tip your head to your side,

bringing your ear to your

shoulder. Repeat on other side.

Hold each position for 3-5

seconds.

Focus on gentle and controlled

movements.



REACH ARMS FORWARD REACH ARMS UP REACH ARMS TO THE SIDES

ARM EXERCISES

These exercises should be done slowly to allow the muscles to

warm up. Try to keep your movements big and controlled.



BICEP CURLS

ARM EXERCISES

Bring your hands to your shoulders then

lengthen them all the way back to your knees.

Try to keep your movements big and controlled. 

And as you increase your speed, you can also decrease the size of movements!



LEGS RUNNING ON THE SPOT

LEG EXERCISES

Try to keep your movements big and controlled. 

do these movements as big as possible to 

use more energy.

ADD ARMS AS WELL AS LEGS



LEG PUSH DOWNS

LEG EXERCISES

Push both feet onto the floor or foot plate.

Try to keep your leg pushes strong.  You may be able to lift yourself off the

chair, or you may not show any movement. It's all about just trying your best!



SHOULDER CIRCLES

NECK EXERCISES

Bring your hands to your shoulders then do big circles

with your elbows in both directions.

Keep your elbow movements big here, as it will have a good

effect on moving your shoulders and neck muscles.



TIMED SIT-UPS OFF THE BACK REST

TRUNK EXERCISES

Lean your body (or just head) as far forward as possible off the

backrest and try to hold this position for at least 10 seconds!

Try to come as far forward off the backrest as possible - it may only be your head, but

it is still a great abdominal workout! Also, hold for at least 5 seconds - try 10 if you can! 



DEEP BREATHS IN AND OUT 

COOL DOWN: DEEP BREATHING

Take 10 long and deep breaths in and out while raising arms up in the air.

HINT: If you are able to raise your arms, this can help fill your lungs. 

Otherwise, just long deep breaths with the chin up. And try to relax while you breathe!



Moving to happy, upbeat music is a great way to make exercise fun!  But moving to a

slower, more peaceful piece of music is a great way to create a stretch style of

program. To slow down to a stretch program, hold each pose for a few seconds longer. 

TIPS FOR A GREAT PROGRAM

Deep breathing is an important part of your program cool down.  Take time to take at

least 10 deep breaths after each session - it's good for your body and mind!


